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Abstract

For vehicles with a squareback geometry, for example Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs), base

pressure drag is a large contributor to overall drag. Simple passive techniques, such as taper-

ing, can reduce drag significantly but at a large aesthetic and functional cost. Therefore, very

small base geometry changes have been investigated. An experimentally validated methodol-

ogy has used Detached Eddy Simulations (DES) to obtain time-averaged and instantaneous

data; allowing the effect of horizontal base slats on global forces and wake structures to be

presented.

The small geometry modifications have caused substantial changes to the base pressure

distribution with the main mechanisms of change being identified and observed close to the

model surfaces. A region of separation is seen below each slat corresponding to reduced

pressure whilst high pressure regions attributed to stagnation are increased. The combined

effect is a statistically significant drag reduction of 4 counts (1 count = 0.001 CD) when a

slat is added at 3/4 of the base height. The results show the scope for very small changes to

a simplified road vehicle, in areas that have not previously been explored, to reduce overall

drag with minimal aesthetic penalties. This understanding provides the impetus for new

approaches in real vehicle development.
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1. Introduction1

CO2 emission targets are becoming increasingly stringent, as demonstrated by Euro-2

pean market regulations mandating significantly reduced, manufacturer fleet averages to be3
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achieved by 2021 [1]. This increases the need for automotive manufacturers to improve vehi-4

cle efficiency in order to avoid the financial penalties for failing to meet the required limits.5

One way to improve efficiency is to reduce the vehicle drag as this means the powertrain6

has to produce less energy to move or accelerate the vehicle [2]. A drag reduction of just7

4 counts is equivalent to a saving of 0.5gCO2/km and being over emissions targets by this8

amount will result in fines of e42.5 per car sold. Further to this, as we move towards an9

increased number of electric vehicles, this same drag reduction increases vehicle range by10

2km. This shows the increased requirements for even small improvements in drag and so11

small geometry changes which alter the flow field and body forces are of increased interest.12

For SUVs, their blunt rear geometries are less than ideal when considering aerodynamic13

characteristics. The blunt trailing edge associated with this type of vehicle means a large14

proportion of the overall drag, around 30% [3], can be attributed to base pressure. This is15

due to the separation induced by the geometry causing a large low pressure wake. The wake16

is often characterised as a time-averaged toroidal structure enclosed by the free shear layers17

emanating from the roof, sides and under-body [4]. However, in practice this structure is18

rarely present when time-dependent flow fields are considered. Instantaneous images of the19

flow on the symmetry plane within the wake show that the main recirculating structures,20

known to form the arms of the time-averaged toroid, are still present but in a less defined21

form and, they are accompanied by many smaller vortical structures that shed from the22

trailing edges of the model [5]. The positions of the recirculating vortex cores can also be23

seen to vary with time as the relative magnitudes of the two recirculating structures in a24

given plane alternate; often linked to a short time scale flapping of the wake driven by von25

Kármán shedding or, if certain conditions facilitate it, longer time scale bi-stable switching26

[6, 7, 8]. Despite the time-averaged vortex ring not being present when an instantaneous27

snapshot of the wake is considered it is still directly linked to the base pressure distribution.28

Therefore previous attempts to modify the instantaneous wake topology to such an extent29

that the time-averaged toroid, and so base pressure, are also altered has been seen to result30

in significant drag reductions.31

1.1. Passive and Active Base Drag Reduction Methods32

Passive methods are capable of reducing the effect of the recirculating structures the33

base surface by moving the toroid downstream. Base cavities [9, 10, 11], splitter plates [12]34

and extension plates [13] have all been successful in reducing drag by increasing the distance35

between the base surface and the recirculation.. As well as, in the case of cavities and36

extension plates, increased pressure recovery due to the angled trailing edge surfaces that37
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enable increased flow attachment. Drag reduction by pressure recovery is also observed in the38

case of side and/or roof tapering [14, 15, 16] and boat-tailing [17]. All these studies achieve39

a respectable drag reduction in their optimal configuration, however for SUV geometries in40

particular they have limitations. Cavities and plates would cause issues for vehicle aesthetics,41

whilst tapering or boat-tailing removes the blunt silhouette often favoured for SUV vehicles42

resulting in only small angles being applied. Therefore a physically smaller modification43

would be preferred.44

Active drag reduction methods are initially attractive because such devices could be45

implemented with little effect on the appearance of the vehicle; an important styling con-46

sideration. Examples include increasing the base pressure using base bleed [18], steady [19]47

and pulsed jets [20] which have shown drag reductions, but in practice these are partially48

offset once the power requirements of the device are considered. However, understanding49

the mechanisms of drag reduction from an active device may lead to ways to replicate these50

effects in a passive way. An example of this is steady blowing at the upper trailing edge of51

a simplified model [19]. With a jet angled into the wake a drag reduction was observed due52

to two factors. The first being reduced wake size and the second reduced strength of the53

lower recirculation and so reduced near wall velocity.54

1.2. Application of Base Slats55

In an attempt to replicate the disruption to the lower recirculation seen with the steady56

blowing, Littlewood et al. [21] applied small horizontal slats to the base of a quarter scale57

simplified reference body, known as the Windsor model [22], which has a more representative58

shape than the commonly used Ahmed geometry [23]. Wind tunnel tests were performed59

at three different wind speeds, all of which correspond to representative Reynolds numbers.60

The best tested configuration placed 4 equally spaced slats on the lower half of the model61

base, with each slat being 1mm thick and extending 8mm, or 0.8% of the model length,62

into the wake. This configuration resulted in the drag coefficient reducing by 0.008 (often63

referred to as 8 counts). The source of drag reduction was explained by considering pressure64

measurements obtained using an array of 111 pressure tappings applied to the base of the65

model. These showed an increased pressure region directly above the highest slat from66

which it was inferred that the lower recirculation impinged on the upper surface of this slat.67

Additionally a reduction in the suction region at the centre of the lower vortex was also68

observed. Although no wake data was obtained it is suggested the pressure changes seen are69

due to a reduction of the rotational energy of the lower recirculation. Littlewood [21] goes on70

to report full scale tests that demonstrated the need for a smooth under-body for the slats71
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to be effective, highlighting that the mechanism of drag reduction is primarily attributed to72

the modification of the lower recirculation within the wake.73

Robertson et al. [24] aimed to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of drag74

reduction from the slats by completing a computational study of the same geometry. As75

seen experimentally, a high pressure region above the slat improved base pressure and wake76

analysis showed a reduced wake length. This was attributed to a change in wake balance77

as increased turbulent kinetic energy was seen for the upper vortex indicating a higher level78

of energy dispersion responsible for the reduced wake size. However, the study employed79

steady-state Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) which is generally accepted to be80

insufficient for this type of geometry. Typically only the drag force can be well replicated with81

the generated wake structures and pressure distributions often being incorrect [25]. This is82

due to the differences between the instantaneous and time-averaged flow structures defined83

previously, with a steady computational approach failing to capture the time-dependent84

physics such as vortex shedding and wake flapping found within the flow. The inclusion of85

these time-dependent flow features is seen to change the time-averaged result of an unsteady86

simulation, indicating the replication of these physics drives the production of a correct time-87

averaged flow field.88

1.3. Scope of the Paper89

Despite the limitations of the published work, they highlight the potential that quite90

small geometry changes can alter the wake and drag of a simplified vehicle. Therefore91

a more in-depth computational investigation has been completed, this time considering a92

single horizontal slat at different locations on the base of a simplified vehicle. For this work93

an unsteady methodology was applied to enable the effects of the slat on the instantaneous94

flow structures to be established whilst also producing a more representative time-averaged95

flow field than that seen by Robertson et al. [24]. Understanding wake sensitivity to this96

relatively small modification could help inform future design work. For example, the location97

of a rear screen wiper might be optimised to reduce the vehicle drag whilst ensuring that98

other detrimental global changes are not introduced.99

This paper is organised into two main sections, the first presents an experimental vali-100

dation of the CFD methodology. This is followed by a thorough analysis of the flow field,101

drag and lift for each slat configuration. These results are discussed in detail to enable a de-102

scription of the flow mechanisms to be provided and for these flow mechanisms to be linked103

to the base pressure and force changes that are seen. This thorough approach allows the104

effects and mechanisms of the geometry modification to be explained whilst also providing105
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Figure 1: Windsor model with 12◦ taper on the lower base edge, all dimensions in mm.

a useful insight into how small near wall structures interact with bulk flow features. Finally,106

conclusions and suggestions for further work are given.107

2. Methodology108

2.1. Model Selection109

For this investigation the Windsor model variant shown in Figure 1 was used. The110

standard dimensions of Length(L)=1.044m, Width(W)=0.389m and Height(H)=0.289m are111

used, making the model equivalent to a 1/4 scale passenger car. To prevent separation the112

front radii are 0.05m and the roof has a 0.2m radius. This slanted front-end geometry gener-113

ates a more representative flow and so makes the model more favourable than a traditional114

Ahmed geometry [23]. For this study the origin was taken to be on the ground plane at the115

model centre as illustrated in Figure 1.116

Rather than use the true squareback configuration a 12◦ lower taper with a length of117

45mm was added in order to reduce the effect of bi-stability known to be present in the wake118

of the squareback model [15]. This, in turn, reduces the required period of data collection119

which is necessary for a computational study as the time required to produce a true average120

field for the squareback model was seen to be in the region of 630 seconds experimentally,121

which is not feasible with the current computational resources. The effect of adding a lower122

edge taper has been previously studied experimentally and is well documented by Perry et al.123

[26, 14] and Pavia et al. [15]. The main changes to the flow topology are due to the upwash124

induced by the tapered surface. This increased upwash modifies the balance between the125

upper and lower recirculations, reducing the level of symmetry compared to the square-back126

configuration. Higher momentum flow is now being fed into the lower recirculation increasing127

its size - resulting in the base impingement being moved toward to upper trailing edge. This128

corresponds to the changes observed in base pressure, the topology of the distribution is now129
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Figure 2: Detail view of the slat geometry with dimensions in mm, illustrated in the
mid-base slat configuration.

a ’U’ shaped low pressure region on the lower portion of the base surface. Another result130

of the increased upwash is a reduced wake length due to the angle at which the under-body131

flow enters the wake. A further consequence being the saddle point at which the wake closes132

being moved upward. When considering the body forces a reduction in lift is seen along133

with increased drag. This is expected given the lower edge taper acts as a diffuser, a device134

which is often used to increase the downforce of a body with minimal drag penalty [27].135

The addition of the taper also makes the model more comparable to real world geometries136

as most practical vehicles will not have a square rear lower side profile.137

2.2. Slat Configurations138

The slat dimensions are illustrated in Figure 2, each slat is 3mm thick and extends139

10mm, or 1% model length, into the wake. To further illustrate how small the geometry140

modification is when given in terms of model height the slat’s dimensions are 0.01H wide141

and 0.035H long. These dimensions were chosen based on the previous experimental slat142

study [21], whilst finding a balance between manufacturability for experimental validation143

purposes and a desire to keep them as small as possible for design purposes.144

The slat locations considered for this study, referred to as S∗z , are normalised by model145

height, H, and measured from the underside of the model. (Table 1) gives the tested config-146

urations, which are also illustrated in Figure 3. The positioning of the slats was determined147

by considering the previous studies and knowledge of the baseline flow field. In Littlewood’s148

work the greatest drag reduction was achieved when four slats were equally spaced over the149

lower half of the model base, placing the highest slat at mid-base height [21]. As the largest150

changes in base pressure were seen in close proximity to this slat it was defined as the first151

configuration (S*
z=0.5). Also, in this previous configuration, base pressure increases were152

seen over the entire area above the slat. Therefore, moving the slat down, to S*
z=0.375,153
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Table 1: Definition of each slat location (S∗z ), normalised by model height and measured
from the underside of the model.

Slat Configuration Slat Location (S∗z ) Colour
Lower-Slat 0.375 Aqua
Mid-Base Slat 0.5 Red
Upper-Slat 0.625 Purple
Upper-Quarter Slat 0.75 Orange

Figure 3: Illustration of all four slat locations; lower-slat (aqua), mid-base slat
(red), upper-slat (purple) & upper-quarter slat (orange).

would increase the base area above the slat over which the increased pressure acts resulting154

in a greater drag reduction. Finally, it was of interest to consider how the slat’s proximity155

to the base impingement altered the result. As Littlewood [21] concluded the recirculating156

flow’s impingement on the upper slat surface was the cause of the pressure increase the slat157

was moved closer to the location of the base impingement to maximise the stagnation effect.158

When considering the baseline flow field the base impingement was observed at approxi-159

mately three-quarters of the base height and so slats were placed at equal intervals to give160

the upper (S*
z=0.625) and upper-quarter (S*

z=0.75) slats.161

2.3. Computational Setup162

The Windsor model is known to produce a three-dimensional and highly unsteady wake163

meaning steady approaches such as RANS are insufficient at capturing the required time-164

dependent turbulent structures to fully replicate the flow field [28]. Therefore an unsteady165

approach, such as Large Eddy Simulation (LES), is required however due to high resolution166
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mesh requirements it comes with a large computational cost. This computational expense167

can be reduced by considering a hybrid RANS-LES model such as DES, first suggested by168

Spalart et al. [29]. RANS is used in the near-wall regions allowing a reduced local grid size,169

whilst away from the wall LES is employed ensuring the unsteady turbulent structures are170

resolved. A blending factor, based on grid size, dictates where the switch between models171

occurs as the turbulent length scales resolved are dependent on cell size within the LES172

model. DES is known to perform well for flows with a large separated region, where the173

point of separation is dictated by the geometry and so is insensitive to the near-wall flow174

as this ensures a near-wall RANS approach will be sufficient. For the Windsor model it175

is known that the separation is induced by the sharp trailing edges, meaning DES can be176

implemented with a high level of confidence [30]; it has consequently been used in its different177

variations for many automotive applications [31, 32, 33].178

Within this work Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) has been used179

with a k-omega SST near wall treatment. The IDDES model deals with two issues faced by180

the traditional DES approach; grid induced separation and log layer mismatch. The first of181

these was observed by Menter et al. [34] who identified that high near-wall grid resolution182

could cause a premature switch from RANS to LES resulting in flow separation. They solved183

this problem by adapting the blending function within the SST model to delay the transition.184

Spalart et al. [35] furthered this to develop a generic shielding function used to delay this185

separation by considering both eddy viscosity and wall distance, making it applicable to186

any implemented eddy viscosity based DES model. This model, Delayed Detached Eddy187

Simulation (DDES), has effectively superceded the traditional DES approach. Despite this188

it still suffers from log layer mismatch, whereby the intercept of the log law region found189

at the interface of the RANS and LES regions do not match. Shur et al. [36] suggested190

the IDDES model which increases the resolved near-wall turbulence resulting in a better191

matched interface. Although more complex, IDDES has a wider range of applications whilst192

matching or surpassing the performance of DDES making it the model of choice for this193

work.194

The computational domain (Figure 4) was defined to reflect the wind tunnel test condi-195

tions under which the validation data would be obtained. This means the model was placed196

within a constant rectangular cross section domain 1.92m wide by 1.32m high to reflect a197

simplified version of the tunnel’s working section. The inlet length of the domain, 15H,198

was chosen so the boundary layer at the front of the model matched that measured in the199

experimental case, with a displacement thickness of 7.2mm. The inlet velocity was 40m/s200
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Figure 4: Illustration of the computational domain.

Figure 5: Mesh around model, including detailed view of prism layers, taken from
the y=0 mid-plane.

with a turbulence intensity of 0.2% and the model was positioned at a ground clearance of201

0.05m. The domain was discretised using a Cartesian mesh with prismatic layers adjacent to202

walls as illustrated in Figure 5. For the prism layers, the first cell size is defined as 5×10−7m203

which results in a wall y+<1 ensuring the boundary layer on the model is resolved rather204

than modelled. Refinement was focused in the regions of interest and the mesh density205

decreased away from the model where the relative gradients within the flow were reduced.206

Applying this meshing strategy gave a cell count of around 22 million cells which compares207

well to similar studies [17]. A mesh sensitivity study was completed and justified this mesh208

as doubling the cell count achieved a negligible drag change of 2%.209

The characteristic time (t*) is defined as the time taken for the flow to travel the char-210

acteristic distance, which in this case is the model height. The time step (∆t) of 3.612×10-5
211

seconds results in 200 time steps per t*. Based on this time step the Courant-Friedrichs-212
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Figure 6: Example drag coefficient history, with averaging window indicated by
dashed box.

Lewy (CFL) number was evaluated and found to be in the region of 1 around the model.213

Sterken et al. [37] found a similar result and justified this value by halving the time step to214

ensure CFL<1, with this condition a negligible change was observed in all measured forces215

meaning the reduction in CFL was not worth the additional computational cost. Figure 6216

illustrates how the drag coefficient develops with time from initialisation of the simulation.217

To ensure a fully-developed, quasi-steady state had been reached an initial settling period218

of 1 second was defined. Given the results shown in Figure 6 an initialisation period of 0.5219

seconds appears to have been sufficient indicating computational costs could be reduced in220

further work. This couldn’t be implemented within this study as the initialisation period221

and averaging window had to be pre-defined. Forbes et al. performed a computational222

study on a simplified two-box model, known as the generic SUV model developed by Wood223

et al. to replicate market trends in consumer SUV geometries [3]. The study implemented224

an averaging period of 1 second and achieved well-validated CFD results. Given that this225

model is also quarter scale, the same averaging window was applied in this work as it has226

been seen to allow a large enough number of flow passes, 138t*, to produce the required flow227

features.228

2.4. Experimental Setup229

All experimental testing was carried out in Loughborough University’s Large Wind Tun-230

nel illustrated in Figure 7 and described by Johl [39]. This is an open-loop tunnel with a231

working section of 2.5m2, giving a blockage ratio of 4.4% with this Windsor model in place.232

The model is supported by four M8 bars at a ground clearance of 0.05m above the fixed233
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Figure 7: The Loughborough University wind tunnel [38].

Figure 8: Pressure tapping distribution over the base surface and
lower taper of the model.
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ground plane. No correction has been applied to the forces to account for these bars. The234

flow velocity was set to 40 m/s with a free-stream turbulence of 0.2% and flow uniformity235

of ±0.4%.236

The base and slant surface were populated with a grid of pressure tappings spread across237

the entire width of the model, as is it is known the instantaneous base pressure distribution238

is frequently asymmetric. 56 and 7 tappings were used for the base and slant surfaces239

respectively (Figure 8). The area toward the model edges was more densely populated to240

account for the higher pressure gradients expected in this region. Pressure measurements241

were collected over a 600 second period at a sampling rate of 260 Hz with the accuracy of242

the pressure scanner being 0.06%-0.1% of full scale (±2.2kPa) depending on the operating243

conditions. Pressure coefficients were calculated using Equation 1 considering the recorded244

pressure (p) along with the free-stream static pressure (p∞) and free-stream velocity (V∞)245

both measured using a Pitot-static tube placed upstream of the model. The air temperature246

was also recorded and used to calculate air density (ρ). All experimental and computational247

pressure measurements were blockage corrected using Equation 2 [40].248

CP =
p− p∞

0.5 · ρ · V 2
∞

(1)

CPcorr =
CP + 2Am

At

1 + 2Am

At

(2)

where CPcorr is the corrected surface pressure coefficient, CP is the measured surface pressure249

coefficient, Am is the cross-sectional area of the model and At is the cross-sectional area of250

the tunnel working section.251

Balance measurements were obtained using a six component underfloor balance, with an252

accuracy of 0.01% of full scale for drag (±120N). Data was collected at 300Hz for 600 seconds253

after an initial settling period. Each measured force (F) has been non-dimensionalised254

using using Equation 3, which uses a corrected velocity (ucorr) estimated via the continuity255

correction defined in Equation 4 [41]. This same correction has also been applied to the256

computational result.257

Cforce =
2F

ρ · ucorr2 · Am

(3)

ucorr =
V∞ · At

At − Am

(4)
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Figure 9: The locations of the two PIV planes used for wake visuali-
sation; vertical mid-plane in red and horizontal mid-plane in blue

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used to obtain two-dimensional, two component,258

planar velocity fields in the vertical and horizontal wake mid-planes; the locations of which259

are illustrated in Figure 9. The PIV was performed using a 200mJ double pulse Nd:YAG laser260

with the flow seeded with 1 µm DEHS (Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacat) particles. Two 4 megapixel261

LaVision Imager ProX cameras were used with 50mm lenses resulting in an approximate262

resolution of 5 pixels per mm for each of the cameras. The cameras were located side by263

side in the stream-wise direction to capture the entire wake length at a higher resolution264

with an appropriate overlapping field of view. Both the cameras and the laser were triggered265

using a programmable timing unit controlled using commercially available DaVis software266

at 7.26Hz, the maximum recording frequency of the cameras.267

The images were pre-processed using a minimum background subtraction over all of the268

images. The processing initially used 128x128 pixel windows with a 50% overlap decreasing269

in size to the final window size of 24x24 pixels with a 50% overlap. The final window size270

was used for two passes and applied a circular weighting to the windows. All processing was271

completed using the aforementioned DaVis software. For this set-up the level of uncertainty272

in the velocity measurements can be estimated at 0.5% of the mean and 1.5% of of the Root273

Mean Square (RMS) values in the free-stream [6].274

3. Experimental Validation275

In order to validate the CFD methodology the baseline and mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slat276

configurations were simulated and results compared to experimental data. The two quanti-277
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tative comparison metrics will be the drag coefficient (CD) and base pressure drag coefficient278

(CDbase); which is found by integrating the surface pressures over the base surface area (A)279

as defined in Equation 5.280

CDbase =
1

A

∫
CP · dA ≈

1

A

N∑
i=1

CP · Ai (5)

where N is the total number of pressure tappings and Ai is the projected base surface281

area associated to a given pressure tapping. Base pressure distributions and wake mid-282

plane visualisation will also be used to validate the baseline configuration, with vertical and283

horizontal mid-planes considered. For the mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slat configuration just forces284

and base pressures were considered. These were deemed to be sufficient as it would be hard285

to obtain good quality PIV data sufficiently close to the base and slat surfaces experimentally286

to validate the computational result here.287

Throughout the paper normalised quantities have been presented and are denoted with a288

*. The reference values used are model height, H, and free-stream velocity, V∞. To improve289

the communication of the results within the wake, figures showing this region define the290

base surface as x∗=0 . This allows the origin to remain at mid-wheelbase, as dictated by291

convention, whilst also enabling easier interpretation of the wake length.292

3.1. Baseline Configuration293

Table 2 shows the experimental and computational drag coefficients along with base294

pressure drag coefficients. There is a small difference of approximately 8% in drag coefficient,295

whereby the computational result under-predicts drag. However, the base pressure drag is296

very well matched with a difference of just 2% between the computational and experimental297

results. This indicates the CFD is under-predicting a source of drag elsewhere, however as298

the experimental result is limited to overall body drag and base pressure tappings this source299

cannot be easily identified. This difference is unlikely to impact the simulation’s ability to300

predict the changes due to the addition of a slat as the flow changes are expected to occur301

in the base region, where the result is well predicted.302

The high contribution of base pressure drag to the overall drag is typical for this type303

of geometry due to the large separated wake region found behind the model. Here the304

wake structure is characterised and validated by considering the time-averaged flow field.305

The averaged wake consists of a toroid formed as flow rolls over each of the model edges,306

consistent with similar geometries reported in the literature [42, 26] . Due to the lower taper307

present in this case the ring vortex is distorted, with the lower recirculation dominating, as308
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Table 2: Mean values for computational and experimental drag coefficient and base
pressure drag coefficient for the baseline and mid-base slat configurations.

Experiment CFD
Baseline CD 0.291 0.267

Baseline CDbase 0.173 0.177
Mid-Base Slat CD 0.292 0.268

Mid-Base Slat CDbase 0.181 0.180

Figure 10: Time-averaged vertical mid-plane (y=0) within the wake for the base-
line configuration. x*=0 has been defined as the location of the model base
surface to enable easier interpretation of the result.

shown in Figure 10. This can be attributed to the lower taper accelerating the flow under309

the model into the wake, whilst also angling the flow toward the center.310

This dominating lower recirculation is seen to be one of the main sources of drag, when311

considering the base pressure distribution in Figure 11. To improve the quality of the com-312

parison the locations of the 56 experimental base pressure tappings (Figure 11a) have been313

used to extract data from the computational result (Figure 11b) to enable the distributions314

to be obtained using the same spatial resolution and locations. This is important as the315

reduced experimental resolution results in less well described pressure gradients over the316

base surface. This would result in the introduction of errors in the base pressure drag cal-317

culation if the full resolution of the computational data set (Figure 12) was compared to318

the experimental result. Applying this method also ensures the same area of the base is319

considered, highlighting a benefit of the computational data set. The experimental result320

can only be interpolated within the bounds of the pressure tapping locations, however com-321
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Figure 11: Time-averaged base pressure distribution for the baseline configura-
tion, with the pressure tapping locations indicated.

Figure 12: Time-averaged base pressure distribution for the baseline configuration at the full computational
resolution (left). Root mean square of the pressure fluctuations over the base surface for the full resolution
computational result (right).
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putational data can be collected over every model surface, with limited interpolation due to322

the increased resolution of data points. Inconsistent measurement areas between numerical323

and experimental data sets would also introduce errors within the validation. These two324

factors should not be overlooked when comparing two data sets, especially those obtained325

using different methods.326

The regions of lowest pressure can be found on the lower portion of the base, at approx-327

imately the height of the lower recirculation. The region of highest pressure is found at the328

impingement point of the lower recirculation, at approximately 3/4 of the base height. This329

agrees with Grandemange et al. [43] who also found that for a wake dominated by the lower330

recirculation, an impingement above the mid-base height of the model was observed and331

accompanied by a positive pressure gradient along y=0 on the base surface. The RMS of332

the fluctuation in the base pressure coefficient (Figure 12) shows the highest level of fluc-333

tuation is found toward the upper trailing edge of the base. This is similar to the results334

seen by Pavia et al. [15] who found the addition of a lower taper moved the fluctuations335

upwards compared to a squareback model. This figure also shows that there is only one336

distinctive region of high RMS, indicating no bi-stability is present in the computational337

result. Therefore, given the sampling time considered and the symmetry of the model, the338

wake is expected to be symmetric in the horizontal mid-plane as illustrated in Figure 13.339

Throughout Figures 10-13 the computational and experimental flow features and base340

pressures observed are all in good agreement in terms of both wake structures and the341

magnitude of the variables displayed. The main difference observed is in the region of the342

lower taper where the experimental result sees a higher degree of upwash. The result of343

this is a shorter recirculation length and a more angled wake along with a separation on the344

tunnel floor. Despite these differences the near wake flow is well replicated, in particular the345

angle of the return flow, the location of base impingement and the near wall flow velocities.346

This explains why the base pressure distributions are still so well matched, even though the347

wakes have visible differences. The distributions themselves are reasonably similar in shape348

and magnitude, with the lowest pressure region being slightly larger in the computational349

result. This effect is exaggerated by extracting data only at the experimental resolution, if350

the full data set is considered the error is reduced from 2% to 0.5%, highlighting the data351

loss when considering a reduced spatial resolution.352

3.2. Mid-Base Slat Configuration353

To prove the robustness of the CFD methodology further one of the slat configurations354

(mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slat) was also tested experimentally. The effect of the addition of the355
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Figure 13: Time-averaged horizontal mid-plane (z*=0.67) within the wake for
the baseline configuration. x*=0 has been defined as the location of the model
base to enable easier interpretation of the result.

slat on the flow field will be discussed in detail within the subsequent section, meaning356

here only the validation will be discussed. The overall body drag for the mid-base (S*
z=0.5)357

slat configuration is again under-predicted in the computational result with the percentage358

difference remaining 8% as it was for the baseline case. This means the change in model359

drag due to the addition of the slat is accurately replicated.360

Base pressure measurements were also taken and the distributions shown in Figure 14361

were obtained using the same methodology as outlined in Section 3.1. Once again the need362

for matching the resolution for comparison purposes is highlighted when the limited base363

area obtained using the experimental resolution is considered. The base pressure distribution364

shows good agreement, once again indicating the flow features are well replicated. This is365

further illustrated when considering the base pressure drag coefficient which is replicated by366

the numerical result to within 1% of the experimental result. PIV data was not collected367

for this configuration as it would be difficult to obtain high quality data in the regions of368

interest, near the base and slat surfaces. Despite this, the validation data presented here369

was deemed sufficient due to the high level of agreement in the metrics related to the base370

surface.371
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Figure 14: Time-averaged base pressure distribution for the mid-base slat config-
uration, with the pressure tapping locations indicated.

Figure 15: Instantaneous vortical structures within the wake as illustrated via an iso-
surface of normalised Q-criterion (Q*=5).
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3.3. Validation Findings372

The CFD methodology has been well validated by experimental data specifically global373

forces, base pressures and wake planes. This has been achieved in part by ensuring the CFD374

conditions, such as inlet boundary conditions and tunnel dimensions, replicated those of the375

experimental setup. The high level of confidence in the computational result enables a more376

thorough analysis of the flow to be completed through use of the more highly resolved CFD377

data set. The full resolution of the computational result as illustrated in Figure 12 shows a378

more detailed base pressure distribution. This highlights one of the benefits of completing379

this study computationally. Further to this once slats are added to the base a numerical380

approach enables data collection not only for the near slat flow but also on the slat surfaces381

themselves. This would be difficult and time consuming to achieve experimentally due to382

the need to add tappings to all surfaces of interest which in some cases is simply impractical.383

Analysis of instantaneous and time-averaged three-dimensional wake structures is also384

easily available within the computational data set; with considerable detail and small fea-385

tures being captured. It can be seen in Figure 15 that there is a high level of vortex shedding386

occurring from each of the trailing edges of the model; further indicating how well resolved387

the flow field is. This drives a lateral motion of the wake as described by Volpe et al. [7]388

due to the shedding from the model sides being out of phase. Close to the base the smallest389

vortical structures are observed and moving downstream the structures coalesce, increasing390

in size until they are shed from the free stagnation point. This shedding results in a varying391

wake length, as defined by Duell & George [44] as wake pumping.392

When averaged (Figure 16), these instantaneous vortices result in the wake toroid ex-393

pected from the previous mid-plane analysis and as presented for the similar Ahmed geom-394

etry by Dalla Longa et al. [45] and Lucas et al. [11]. Here, the relationship between base395

pressure and the wake toroid is quite clear as the lower arm of the toroid corresponds to the396

low pressure region, which is also a region of high velocity downward flow. This relationship397

has been documented previously by Lucas et al. [11] who captured one of the asymmetric398

bi-stable states of an Ahmed body wake and showed a bias time-averaged toroid for which399

the dominating recirculation correlated to the region of lowest base pressure.400

4. Results & Discussion401

The base slats were added systematically to the model at four heights (S*
z=0.375, 0.5,402

0.625 & 0.75) and here the results for each configuration are presented and discussed.403
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Figure 16: Base parallel plane, 0.5 mm downstream of the base, with vertical
velocity as filled contours and pressure coefficient as contour lines along with a
pressure isosurface (CP =-0.25) to visualise the time-averaged wake vortex ring
for the baseline flow field.

For the lift and drag coefficients a statistical analysis was required to estimate the un-404

certainty in these values. As identified by Gaylard et al. [42] there is a level of dependence405

between any two subsequent samples taken from a force history due to the development of406

time-dependent motions within the wake which drive the forces experienced by the model.407

This means a force history cannot be considered as statistically independent samples mak-408

ing traditional analysis inapplicable. To resolve this issue Islam et al. outlined a method409

of determining a resampled data set to remove the statistical dependence in the unsteady410

signal which has been applied in this case [46]. Figure 17 shows the autocorrelation function411

of the time-dependent drag coefficient for the baseline configuration, with 95% significance412

limits. From this figure it can be seen that with a lag of approximately 0.035 seconds the413

significance of the autocorrelation is removed and so the data can be considered statistically414

independent.415

Therefore the data was averaged over blocks of this size to give a new time series to416

be used for the statistical analysis. Then 95% confidence intervals (CI) could be estimated417

using Equations 6 & 7.418
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Figure 17: Autocorrelation function for the baseline configuration drag coefficient with 95%
significance limits

e = t(0.05,n−1)
s√
n

(6)

CI = x̄± e (7)

where the uncertainty error is denoted by e, the standard deviation s, the mean x̄ and the419

number of averaged blocks n.420

This analysis was later applied to each slat configuration, enabling the uncertainty in the421

delta (e∆) between the baseline and the slat configuration to be estimated using Equation422

8.423

e∆ =
√

(eb)2 + (eslat)2 (8)

The changes in the lift and drag coefficients are summarised in Figure 18, with the statis-424

tical errors in the deltas illustrated via error bars. This shows significant reductions in drag425

for the two configurations with a slat above mid-base height and significant changes in lift426

for the lower (S*
z=0.325), mid-base (S*

z=0.5) and upper-quarter (S*
z=0.75) slats. Inspection427

of the surface pressures over the entire model indicated the changes in lift are local to the428

base region and are due to a combination of changes to the pressures on the diffuser surface429

and a pressure differential between the upper and lower slat surfaces.430

The changes in drag are mainly due to changes in base pressure drag, with the skin431

friction drag remaining relatively unchanged due to the slat having a very small surface432

area and being placed in a region of separated flow. To further understand the changes in433
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Figure 18: Changes in drag and lift coefficients compared to the baseline config-
uration for each tested slat location, with uncertainty due to fluctuations in the
signal indicated via error bars.

base pressure drag, the contribution was calculated for the areas above and below the slat434

separately as illustrated in Figure 19. This shows that for the mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slat, the435

benefit of reduced drag above the slat is cancelled out by the increase in drag below the slat,436

explaining why the drag of the model was relatively unchanged. When the slat is moved437

down, to S*
z=0.375, the gains above the slat are retained but the penalties below are reduced438

due to a smaller area of low pressure, enabling an overall drag reduction to be obtained. For439

the two slat configurations above mid-base height the base pressure drag both above and440

below the slat reduces due to an increase in pressure over the entire base surface. Therefore,441

explaining the overall, statistically significant, drag reductions of approximately 4 counts442

seen for these configurations.443

The changes to the base pressure can be identified from the base pressure distributions444

in Figure 20. Localised changes are present in all cases, with an increase in pressure seen445

directly above each slat and a reduction seen directly below. For the lower (S*
z=0.325) and446

mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slats these local changes are largest in magnitude and so dominate the447

changes seen; leading to the split in behaviour above and below the slat for the base pressure448

drag, as identified previously. For the upper (S*
z=0.625) and upper-quarter (S*

z=0.75) slat449

configurations a more global change is seen instead, with increases in pressure seen over the450
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Figure 19: Changes in drag coefficient and base pressure drag coefficient.

entire base surface.451

The mechanisms responsible for the localised near slat pressure changes are illustrated452

in Figure 21. Here the flow within the lower recirculation can be seen to approach the453

base surface before turning to travel parallel to the base. The vertical velocity of this454

flow increases as it approaches the slat until it stagnates on the upper slat surface. This455

stagnation is indicated by a red marker in Figure 21 and results in an increased pressure456

region around the centreline of the model. This higher pressure is observed not only on457

the stagnation surface but is also seen to spread to the neighbouring base surface. Figure458

22 shows the pressure distribution over the upper surface of each slat and highlights that459

this impingement is present in each configuration; whilst also illustrating the distribution460

is almost independent of slat location. The upper (S*
z=0.625) and upper-quarter (S*

z=0.75)461

slats have a slightly higher pressure on the whole, and the lower (S*
z=0.325) and mid-base462

(S*
z=0.5) slats show some lower pressure regions toward the downstream edge of the slat as463

expected given they are placed in the low pressure region of the base pressure distribution.464

The slat is also seen to create an obstacle to the recirculating flow with some streamlines465

being diverted downwards, rather than follow a straight path to the base. This combined466

with the impinging flow on the upper slat surface results in a region of separation directly467

below the slat. Within this separated region a vortex is formed, as visualised in Figure 21468

by a blue streamtrace. This structure is seen to rotate the flow and drive it outward to be469

entrained in the free shear layers emanating from the model sides. The rotational strength470

of this structure is greatest at the centreline of the model and reduces as it extends to the471

model edges, with the width over which a high rotational velocity is seen being dependent472
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Figure 20: Above: Base pressure distributions.
Below: Changes in base pressure compared to the baseline case.

Left to Right: S*
z=0.375, S*

z=0.5, S*
z=0.625, S*

z=0.75.

Figure 21: Local slat mechanisms illustrated on the mid-base slat configuration;
upper slat surface impingement indicated by red marker & below slat separation
vortex visualised via blue streamtrace.
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Figure 22: Pressure distribution over the upper surface of each tested slat.

Figure 23: Root mean square of the pressure fluctuation on the base surface.
Left to Right: S*

z=0.375, S*
z=0.5, S*

z=0.625, S*
z=0.75.
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on slat location. For the mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slat configuration the rotational strength of the473

vortex is greater over a larger width than in any other case. This is due to the slat being474

a more substantial obstacle to the flow than at any other location; resulting in the largest475

separated region. This can be visualised by considering the RMS of the fluctuations in the476

base pressure coefficient as in Figure 23. Here for the mid-base slat (S*
z=0.5) a region of477

high RMS can be seen in the location of the vortex formed in the separated region below the478

slat. The highest values are seen over the central portion of the base and dissipate toward479

the model edges.480

The magnitude of these localised pressure changes varies depending on the slat location481

as illustrated in Figure 24, which shows the pressure coefficient on the base surface along the482

line y=0. All the slat locations show very similar pressure profiles, which away from the slat483

converge close to the baseline profile. For the cases with a more global pressure increase,484

such as the upper-quarter (S*
z=0.75) slat, the same profile shape is observed but translated485

to higher pressure values. Additionally the localised changes are clearly demonstrated by the486

sharp deviations in pressure directly above and below each slat location, acting over a similar487

vertical distance in each case. The magnitudes of change differ, with the mid-base (S*
z=0.5)488

slat showing the largest, and the upper-quarter (S*
z=0.75) slat the smallest, deviations. The489

spanwise effect of these near slat mechanisms is also dependent on slat location, as illustrated490

in Figure 25 which shows the base pressure coefficient along the lines y=-W/4 and y=W/4.491

It demonstrates that the mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slat has the largest off-centre effect with large492

pressure changes present away from the centreline. For the baseline configuration a high493

level of left to right symmetry is observed with the two off-centre pressure profiles being494

almost identical. However, with the addition of a slat the pressure profiles show larger495

differences between each side of the base, indicating an increased level of asymmetry in496

the wake. This is unexpected, given the model itself maintains horizontal symmetry. The497

vortex below the slat has been seen to feed into the free shear layers at the model edges498

which likely drives additional wake flapping and this may be the cause of the asymmetry499

in the time-averaged base pressure distribution. Across Figures 24 & 25 a clear similarity500

between pressure profiles for each slat configuration is observed, this further highlights the501

localised nature of the changes and indicates minimal impact on the more dominant wake502

features. At the higher slat locations the base pressure is higher than is seen where the lower503

(S*
z=0.325) and mid-base (S*

z=0.5) slats will be placed, therefore the deviation is due to the504

relative difference between this baseline base pressure and the impingement pressure, which505

is greatest in the mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slat configuration.506
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Figure 24: Pressure coefficient on the model base for each configuration along
the line y=0

The vortex located below the slat and identified in Figure 21 is present for each slat507

location (Figure 27). The magnitude of the low pressure attributed to this structure varies508

considerably due to the flow velocity and direction as it interacts with the slat. The near509

slat flow is shown for each slat configuration in Figure 27 where the different direction of510

the approaching flow can be clearly seen. The vortex is strongest in the mid-base (S*
z=0.5)511

slat configuration as the flow approaching the slat is travelling parallel to the base surface512

and so normal to the slat. This makes the slat a large obstacle to the flow and so the513

largest separated region is formed. The strength and size of the vortex can be visualised514

by considering vertical velocity as in Figure 28. Here it can be seen that the velocity both515

above and below the slat are largest for the mid-base (S*
z=0.5) slat, as is the width of the516

high velocity region. This vortex is shown to have similar vorticity to the structures within517

the free shear layers (Figure 26), further indicating the significance of the structure. The518

lower (S*
z=0.325) slat is placed closer to the lower recirculation and so the flow direction is519

changed, as the flow now approaches the base at an angle the slat impedes less of the flow;520

resulting in a smaller separation and weaker vortex. The same can be said for the upper521

(S*
z=0.625) and upper-quarter (S*

z=0.75) slats. In these cases the flow has yet to be turned522

fully as it approaches the slat and so again has an easier path to the base, resulting in an523

even weaker separation vortex.524

Furthermore, the vertical velocity attributed to the lower recirculation is reduced in525

magnitude corresponding to increased pressure. This explains the reduction in drag below526
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Figure 25: Pressure coefficient on the model base for each configuration along the lines y=-W/4 (left) &
y=W/4 (right).

Figure 26: Normalised vorticity magnitude in the y=0 mid-plane of the wake for
the mid-base (S*

z=0.5) slat configuration.
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Figure 27: Vertical mid-plane (y=0) near the base surface.

Left to Right: S*
z=0.375, S*

z=0.5, S*
z=0.625, S*

z=0.75.

Figure 28: Vertical velocity in a base parallel plane, 0.5 mm downstream of the base, for each slat
configuration.

Left to Right: S*
z=0.375, S*

z=0.5, S*
z=0.625, S*

z=0.75.

the slat for the upper (S*
z=0.625) and upper-quarter (S*

z=0.75) slats as this pressure increase527

dominates over the weaker separation vortices. The effect is still present in the other two528

configurations, however the low pressure associated with the vortex located directly below529

the slat dominates in these cases, leading to an increase in drag for the entire area below the530

slat. This implies the near slat mechanisms are disrupting the lower recirculating structure531

enough to slow its rotational velocity, however the significance of the pressure increase due532

to this is dependent on the magnitude of the low pressure vortex formed in the separated533

region below the slat.534

For the upper-quarter (S*
z=0.75) slat a neater region of higher velocity downward flow535

is seen above the slat, on inspection this is due to the formation of a vortex above the slat536

as well as below; as highlighted in Figure 27. Only the near base field has been included as537

the main recirculating structures are unaffected by the addition of a slat at any height. It538

is worth noting that this is also true for those seen in the horizontal mid-plane.539
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Figure 29: Pressure distribution over the base parallel surface of each tested slat.

This indicates the slat’s proximity to the base impingement is important with regards540

to the near slat mechanisms, however there are further benefits available by placing the slat541

close to the impingement. As can be seen in Figure 20 for both the upper (S*
z=0.625) and542

upper-quarter (S*
z=0.75) slats there is a region of high pressure lower on the base surface543

than in the baseline configuration. This is due to the slat increasing the area over which the544

flow approaching the base stagnates, resulting in multiple impingement locations. One of545

these being below the slat, whilst there remains an impingement above the slat, along with546

a further impingement on the base surface of the slat as indicated by the higher pressure547

region around y=0 in Figure 29. The increased region of base impingement is also evidenced548

in the RMS values shown in Figure 23, whereby for the upper (S*
z=0.625) and upper-quarter549

(S*
z=0.75) slat configurations the region of high RMS is seen to extend further toward the550

lower edge of the model.551

The bulk mean wake structures have not been radically changed with the addition of552

a base slat. Although only illustrated here for two cases, the lower (S*
z=0.325) and upper553

(S*
z=0.625) slats (which are deemed to be representative of all cases), Figure 30 shows the554

time-averaged wake toroid is still present. The pressure iso-surfaces are less complete with a555

base slat than was seen for the baseline configuration in Figure 16. This indicates increased556

unsteadiness within the flow, which is also seen when considering the model side force.557

Assuming, for this model, a symmetric mean flow field would be expected the RMS of side558
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Table 3: RMS of side force for each slat configuration, normalised by the baseline value

RMS Side Force
Baseline 1
Lower-Slat 1.20
Mid-Base Slat 1.42
Upper-Slat 1.59
Upper-Quarter Slat 1.37

force was considered to determine the unsteadiness and instantaneous asymmetry within559

the wake. To aid the comparison between baseline and slat configurations the RMS of side560

force has been normalised by the baseline value as presented in Table 3. From this it can be561

seen that there is an increase for every slat configuration, providing further evidence of the562

slat’s ability to increase the unsteadiness and instantaneous asymmetry within the wake.563

This is the highest for the upper-quarter (S*
z=0.75) slat configuration, with the fluctuations564

increasing by almost 60%. The vortical structure formed in the separated region below the565

slat has been seen in Figure 21 to feed into the free shear layers at the model sides, this566

interaction drives an increased flapping of the main wake structures resulting in the higher567

level of instantaneous asymmetry. Despite these instantaneous modifications to the bulk568

flow structures, once the field is averaged the effect is minimal as the averaging window is569

sufficient to capture a balance of both left and right biased asymmetric states.570

Further minor modifications to the bulk flow have been observed when the velocities571

of the main recirculating structures are considered. Figure 30 shows a reduction in the572

streamwise velocity of the under-body flow entrained into the lower recirculation for the573

upper (S*
z=0.625) slat configuration. This effect is also observed for the upper-quarter574

(S*
z=0.75) slat and is seen to increase the effectiveness of the base impingement as the575

velocity of flow stagnating on the base surface below the slat is increased; resulting in an576

additional region of higher pressure. When the lower (S*
z=0.325) and mid-base (S*

z=0.5) slats577

are considered a different mechanism is seen. Rather than alterations to the impingement578

of the lower recirculation, the vertical velocity of the near wall flow is seen to be reduced579

(Figure 30). This indicates, as hypothesised by Littlewood [21], a reduction in rotational580

energy of the lower arm of the wake toroid resulting in an increase in the surface pressure581

corresponding to this structure.582

These effects highlight how changes local to the slats result in subtle modifications to the583

more dominant flow structures. There is a significant cumulative effect when all the observed584

changes are considered despite the bulk mean flow features being maintained. This highlights585
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Figure 30: Changes in base pressure coefficient and planar velocity in y=0 mid-plane compared to the
baseline for lower-slat (left) & upper-slat (right) with a pressure isosurface (CP =-0.25) illustrating the
time-averaged vortex ring.

the need for high resolution analysis, in particular, near model surfaces when analysing the586

effects of geometry changes.587

5. Conclusions588

A well validated CFD methodology has been successfully implemented to isolate and589

identify the mechanisms responsible for flow changes seen when applying small base geometry590

modifications to a simplified vehicle.591

The baseline flow field shows time-dependent vortical structures are shed from each of the592

trailing edges of the model, forming a highly unsteady and three-dimensional wake. These593

structures result in a vertically asymmetric time-averaged vortex ring, with the asymmetry594

attributed to the lower taper increasing the upwash within the wake. These time-averaged595

wake structures remain relatively unchanged with the addition of a base slat. Despite this,596

the addition of a base slat causes statistically significant changes to both lift and drag. The597

best case, a slat placed at S*
z=0.75, resulted in a drag reduction of approximately 4 counts598

which is equivalent to a saving of 0.5 gCO2/km or an increase in electric vehicle range of 2599

km.600

Drag reductions are shown to be due to an increase in pressure over the entire base surface601

caused by changes to the near-wall vertical velocity associated with the lower recirculation602

and changes to the base impingement, including promoting multiple impingement zones. The603
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slat also reduces the velocity of the under-body flow entering the wake, resulting in increased604

impingement velocity and further increasing the benefit of these multiple impingements.605

The cumulative result of all these increased pressure regions is a significant reduction in606

base pressure drag and so overall model drag.607

For all slat locations tested local effects result in pressure changes in the regions directly608

above and below the slats. A high-pressure region is seen directly above each slat and609

is due to recirculating flow impinging on the upper slat surface. The magnitude of this610

pressure increase is similar for all slats considered. Below each slat a region of separation611

induces a vortical structure that becomes entrained in the free shear layers at the slat ends.612

This drives additional flapping of the wake, increasing the instantaneous asymmetry. The613

strength of the separation vortex is dependent on the local approach flow and hence on the614

slat location and as the vortex strength reduces there is a smaller reduction in pressure. The615

results highlight how small geometry change can influence the body forces, whilst having616

minimal effect on dominating wake structures. This demonstrates that the conventional617

approach that relies on controlling separation and increasing pressure recovery should be618

supplemented with efforts to control the interaction between recirculating flow and the base619

surface.620

A limited number of configurations have been explored here so combinations of slats may621

enable further drag reduction to be achieved. For example by combining an upper slat with622

a modified lower slat designed to prevent separation on the lower surface. Such an approach623

may allow the gains in global pressure to be supplemented with the localised benefits seen624

on the upper surface of the lower slat.625
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Nomenclature629

S∗z - Normalised Slat Location630

CP - Surface Pressure Coefficient631

p - Recorded Surface Pressure632

p∞ - Free-Stream Static Pressure633

ρ - Air Density634

V∞ - Free Stream Velocity635

CPcorrected
- Corrected Surface Pressure Coefficient636

Am - Cross-sectional Model Area637

At - Cross-sectional Tunnel Area638

Cforce - Corrected Force Coefficient639
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F - Measured Model Force640

ucorrected - Corrected Free Stream Velocity641

CD - Drag Coefficient642

CDbase - Base Pressure Drag Coefficient643

A - Base Surface Area644

Ai - Projected Associated Area for a Given Tap645

e - Uncertainty Error646

s - Standard Deviation for Block Averaged Time647

Series648

x̄ - Mean for Block Averaged Time Series649

n - Number of Blocks650

e∆ - Uncertainty Error in Force Coefficient Delta651

eb - Uncertainty Error in Baseline Configuration652

eslat - Uncertainty Error in Slat Configuration653
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